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Orthodontist – Lawrence, MA 

Welcome to Super Braces of Lawrence!

Braces of all shapes and styles for smiles of all ages and stages!

Request An Appointment
PlayVideo




What Makes Us Super?

Our Four Pillars
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Super
 Convenience


Our Spanish-speaking orthodontic team loves seeing Lawrence families weekdays at our downtown location.
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Super
 Comfort


We follow all CDC guidelines. The safety and comfort of our orthodontic patients is the number one priority of every
team member.
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Super
 Quality

Decades of experience, state-of-the-art technology, and the latest orthodontic treatment options ensure we provide
top-notch care.
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Super
 Value

We accept most dental insurances, including MassHealth, and financing options make it easy to get treatment
while staying on budget.
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Leila Nezakatgoo, DMD




Our Orthodontist

Proudly Serving
 Lawrence Families
Nothing makes Dr. Leila happier than seeing an orthodontics patient’s face after they look at their new smile in the
mirror for the first time. Her goal with each patient is not just to deliver a beautiful result, but a
smooth experience as well. Achieving straight teeth is 100% stress-free. 

Meet Our Orthodontist





Orthodontic Treatments

How Can We Help?
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Traditional
 Braces

Braces are still the most reliable and affordable orthodontic treatment for patients of all ages with any
kind of orthodontic issue. 
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Invisalign® Clear Aligners

With Invisalign, no one will know you’re straightening your teeth thanks to the practically invisible,
removable trays. 
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Clear & Ceramic
 Braces

Perfect for teens and adults alike, clear and ceramic braces practically disappear on the teeth while
giving someone a stunning smile.
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Self-Ligating
 Braces

Self-ligating braces have special brackets that allow the teeth to shift more easily, plus they only take
a few seconds to adjust, saving a tremendous amount of time. 
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Pediatric
 Orthodontics

Early-age orthodontics can straighten a child’s teeth and prevent further issues down the road to
safeguard their oral health for a lifetime. 
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Adult
 Orthodontics

You’re never too old to get the smile you’ve always wanted! We have treatments that are discreet and
perfect for adults. 
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Orthodontic
 Appliances

Custom-made retainers ensure that newly shifted teeth stay in place after braces or an Invisalign
treatment have finished. 
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Dentofacial
 Orthopedics

Dentofacial orthopedics can correct a misaligned bite and fix issues that would normally require
corrective surgery. 

























Smile Better. Live Better.

At Super Braces of Lawrence we have been touched by countless patients whose lives were transformed by a
confident smile, and we are on a mission to spread smiles throughout entire communities. It starts with providing exceptional patient care in our orthodontic office near Haverhill and continues by being an exceptional neighbor. As a
member of the Simply Doing Good network, we support local
businesses, youth activities, and community events, helping spread smiles and improve the lives of those
around us. Ask us how we can help you live your best life, starting with a smile. Smile Better. Live
Better.
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Orthodontics Promotions

Limited-Time Offers
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Get Braces 

FREE*
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Redeem Offer

*MassHealth Approval Required. Restrictions Apply.
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Start Your Orthodontic
 Treatment on the

Same day

As Your Consultation!

Redeem Offer

*Restrictions Apply








Get Braces Free















$500 Off Invisalign® or traditional braces















Start Your Orthodontic Treatment on the Same Day
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MassHealth & Dental Insurance Your Dental

Insurance Welcome

We understand that cost is a big concern for many orthodontic patients when it comes to orthodontics, but we put
those worries to rest at Super Braces of Lawrence. We proudly accept ALL dental insurance plans and
MassHealth, and we know how to file claims quickly to ensure our orthodontic patients maximize their benefits. 

Discover Your Options












Ilonka M., Lawrence, MA



"The girls at the front desk are very friendly. My son has been going there for a couple of years and
the service is always great!”








Jenny C., Lawrence, MA



“I love the staff and their customer service. I have been taking my daughter for almost two years and
I only have good things to say about this business and their staff. Thank you!!”


 





Mary J., Lawrence, MA



“Great service, atmosphere and awesome service. They really help you understand the process of having
braces.”


 





Mariel G., Lawrence, MA



“Love this place! The staff are really friendly and making appointments very flexible. They work with
your schedule. My daughter has been going for 2 years her teeth are looking amazing. HIGHLY
RECOMMEND.”


 





Confia A., Lawrence, MA



“I thank you for blessing my daughter with her dream of having braces. I am really happy she is
happy!”


 





Triana S., Lawrence, MA



“Great experience! Gabriela goes above and beyond to comfort her patients, her care and all the other
staff in Lawrence is exceptional. My treatment was fast and effective.”


 





Odette P., Lawrence, MA



“This place is great!! They treat you great, work great, the team here makes you feel welcome and can
always make you laugh. They always ask how you're doing, and then gently treat your teeth and
braces. It's perfect!!”


 





Frank L., Lawrence, MA



“I just got my braces removed and I love the results! Treatment was a little long, but it was worth
the wait.”


 





Mariel C., Lawrence, MA



“I love them. The staff is always super nice and caring. My teeth are looking great. Thank you!”


 





Thamara R., Lawrence, MA



“They are the best place to get your kids braces done. The employees are the best, they treat you
with lots of respect and make you feel welcome.”


 








Read  Reviews
Read  Reviews




Like, Comment & Share!

Stay in the loop on Facebook and Instagram. We’re always up to something fun!



‐
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Ready to Meet
 Your New Favorite Orthodontic Team?

We’re ready to exceed your expectations! Get started today.

Appointment Request
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355 Essex St
 Lawrence, MA 01840
(978) 794-0000












Have Questions? Get Answers.
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Office Hours


Monday 8:30am - 5:00pm

Tuesday 8:30am - 5:00pm

Wednesday 8:30am - 5:00pm

Thursday 8:30am - 5:00pm

Friday 8:30am - 5:00pm









